I think it is fair to say that if you garden and grow your own food, you grow tomatoes. Problem is - if you're like me, your tomatoes don't always do as well as expected. Some years we have amazing crops of tomatoes and don't know what to do with them all but last year, for example, we got hit bad by tomato/potato blight and we lost 90% of our crop.

Now whilst there isn't a great deal you can do if it is a bad year for blight, there are things you can do when planting your tomato plants which will all but guarantee huge healthy plants with an abundance of fruit. Also, if you follow this method of planting, your tomato plants will be so much stronger and healthier, they may be able to resist the tomato blight fungus that little bit longer that could enable you to harvest the crop before it fails. Check out the link below for this awesome tomato planting tutorial from 'Love Apple Farms'.

How To Correctly Plant Tomato Plants To Get 8 Foot Plants
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